The Top 5 Time Management Apps for Entrepreneurs
Your time, as an entrepreneur, is valuable. Every minute you waste looking
for your to-do list is a minute that you’re not earning money and building
your business. Rather than hiring an assistant to help you keep track of
your time, why not try one of these five-time management apps for
entrepreneurs.
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Todoist
Todoist is an app that recognizes that not every task on your to-do list is
equally important. You can create multiple products for different aspects of
your life and business. As you add items to your agenda, you can set
priority levels and due dates. Todoist will then show you the essential tasks
with the nearest due date first.
Toggl
Toggl is an app that shows you how much time different tasks take to
complete. This is the perfect time tracking app for entrepreneurs. Toggl
allows you to track various activities with the touch of a button, then adds
up how much time you are spending on that activity each day, week, and
month. This can allow entrepreneurs to know their average hourly
profitability for each client and task.
RescueTime
RescueTime can help you stop distractions once and for all. It runs
securely in the background of all your devices and tracks how much time
you spend on different websites and applications throughout the day. It will
give you an accurate picture of how long you are spending on Facebook,
email, and other distractions. It will provide you with detailed reports on
your productivity so that you can see where you need to improve.
Letterspace
Letterspace is a notetaking app that is perfect for the disorganized mind.
The app allows you to use #hashtags and @mentions within your notes
and then organizes your thoughts in the sidebar next to those tags. If you
forget to tag your notes, the app also has full-text search capabilities so
that you can find what you're looking for easily.
Instapaper
If you ever get distracted by an interesting video or article, Instapaper can
help you stay on track. Whenever you come across something while
browsing the Internet, Instapaper will send it to the app. This way you can
read it later on any device. It also allows you to comment on and highlight
text in an article so that you can save and retrieve information as well as
share it on social media.
These five-time management apps will help you stay focused on what
matters most so that you can quickly grow your business. Incorporate your
favorite apps into your daily routine and see how much you can
accomplish.
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